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1. Introduction

Untethered mobile robots miniaturized 
to the length scale of millimeters and 
below would have substantial scientific 
and technological impacts in numerous 
applications,[1,2] such as manipulating 
devices enabling operations performed in 
narrow and complex regions inaccessible 
for human eyes or hands, microfactories 
allowing the construction of 3D hetero
geneous microparts,[3,4] and dynamic 
moni toring and surveillance through 
deploying robots to form mobile sensor 
networks.[5] However, poor mobility on real 
terrains, and low robustness to mechan
ical damage and environmental impact[6,7] 
have seriously hindered the development 
of existing miniature mobile robots. Gen
erally, miniature mobile robots can be 
divided into two main types: rigid robots 
and soft robots, according to the elastic 
moduli of their constituent materials. The 
development of miniature rigid robots 
has been led by microelectromechanical 
systems (MEMS) technology,[8–10] which 
employs stiff materials (with an elastic 

modulus around 103–106 MPa)[11] such as polysilicon, metal, or 
hard plastics to construct the bodies, legs, links or hinges of 
robots, and their locomotion is driven by thermal, vibration, 
electrostatic, or piezoelectric actuation.[6,9,12] However, these 
previously reported robots are only applicable to locomotion 
in specific mild environments artificially constructed in experi
mental labs, and unable to negotiate obstacles and changes in 
the texture and materials of unstructured environments due to 
limited mobility resulted from low degrees of freedom.[3,4] Addi
tionally, MEMSbased robots are prone to irreversible damage, 
due to their delicate structures and lower tolerance to deforma
tion due to the fragility of these rigid materials.

In the recent years, miniature soft robots (MSRs) (with 
elastic modulus in the order of 10−2–103 MPa)[13] made of 
hydrogels, shapememory polymers, and elastomers have been 
increasingly expected to achieve higher mobility because they 
possess continuous compliant bodies capable of achieving 
infinite degrees of freedom (DOF).[14,15] These robots can be 
powered and controlled by various external stimuli, including 
temperature, electric or magnetic fields, light, acoustic waves, 
and chemical stimuli.[16] Light is an attractive contactless driving 
source with the salient feature of spatial, temporal, magni
tude, directional tunability. Jiang et  al. created nearinfrared 
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(NIR)driven bilayer soft robots that exhibit swimming behav
iors.[17] Palagi and colleagues devised microrobots that show 
biomimetic swimming manipulated by structured light.[18] 
Zeng et al. designed lightfueled walkers that allow directional 
walking, rotation, and jumping.[19] Rogoz et al. developed light
driven soft robots that mimic caterpillar locomotion.[20] Inspired 
by motion behaviors of soft worms, Ahn et  al. prepared light
fueled soft robots that show diverse modes of locomotion 
including crawling, squeezing, and jumping.[21] Locomotion 
performances of representative lightdriven soft robots reported 
over the last few years have been summarized in Table S2 (Sup
porting Information). Despite these exiting progresses, existing 
lightdriven MSRs largely only adapt to simple and flat terrains 
constructed in labs, since the manipulation of flexible soft 
robots to gain desirable locomotion behavior to negotiate var
ying environments is extremely challenging because of highly 
nonlinear mechanical properties of soft materials.[22,23]

In nature, small limbless organisms exhibit remarkable 
capabilities to manipulate their soft bodies to gain versatile 
mobility and adaptation in varying environments. For example, 
Drosophila larva can not only control its soft body to crawl for
ward and backward, but also achieve lateral rolling (Figure 1a), 
and even jumping locomotion, which allow them to efficiently 
traverse across various terrains and rapidly escape away from 
predators or noxious environmental stimuli.[24,25] To achieve 
these functions, larva need manipulate hundreds of muscles, 
each individually addressed and powered in a coordinated 
manner to dynamically deform and morph its soft body to pro
duce desired locomotion.[26,27] However, integration and control 
of hundreds of discrete musclelike actuators in a synthetic soft 
robot are a great challenge,[28] especially when its length scale 
must be miniaturized to millimeters or even smaller.[18,29–31]

Here, we present a conceptually novel phototactic strategy 
to remotely power, steer, and maneuver untethered millimeter
scale soft robots constructed of NIRactive liquid crystal elas
tomer. The robots with a virtually unlimited number of DOFs 
can be actuated and steered by NIR light to generate time
varying shapes, and thus they can undergo autonomous, direc
tional rolling on diverse terrains, and flexibly switch locomotive 
modes (rolling, leaping, somersaulting, and high jumping) 
to adapt to negotiate various obstacles. Unlike previous light
driven miniature mobile robots, the design and phototactic 
guide strategy of the proposed allterrain miniature soft robots 
(ATMSRs) can achieve multilocomotive functions with a supe
rior robustness and terrain adaptability.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Principle of ATMSR System

As a kind of smart deformable polymers, photoactive liquid 
crystal elastomers (PLCEs) exhibit dynamic and reversible 
shapemorphing through phototriggered change in the liquid 
crystal (LC) director field, and allow remote powering, spati
otemporal control, and dynamic reconfigurability, and thus 
enable unlimited number of DOFs.[16,32,33] Hence, PLCEs are 
suitable to construct untethered miniature mobile robots.[16] 
Distinguished from previous LCEbased robots that define the 

locomotive mode once through predetermine programming 
pattern of the director orientation field, we employ an alter
native straightforward and versatile strategy which uses direc
tional light to gain dynamic timevarying shapemorphing and 
to create diverse locomotive modes in a single soft robot with 
uniform director orientation. The shapemorphing and locomo
tive modes can be prescribed dynamically, and do not require 
preprogramming of the LC director field. For the ATMSRs, LC 
mesogens serve as molecularsized actuators and selfassemble 
into the continuously deformable body of an ATMSR, and these 
tiny actuators can be independently fueled and manipulated by 
actinic light, providing an efficient approach to synchronously 
achieve remote power, spatiotemporal actuation, and pro
grammable control. Thus, ATMSRs are capable of continuous 
and dynamic reprogrammed locomotive modes in real time 
through controllable directional illumination, realizing infinite 
flexibility, and exceptional adaptation.

2.2. Phototactic Control of ATMSRs

The photoactive, rectangularsheetshaped, ATMSRs (Figure 1b) 
are fabricated using the procedures described in the Experi
mental Section. To gain powerful actuation of ATMSRs, a NIR
responsive mainchain liquid crystal elastomer (NIRMLCE) 
has been designed with two considerations: the mainchain 
structure of NIRMLCE enhances mechanical output and NIR 
response offers environmentfriendly, biocompatible, and con
tactless response (Figure 1c). In these ATMSRs, the covalently 
bonded NIR groups absorb 808 nm light (Figure 1d), triggering 
the dynamical morphing of ATMSRs, which is employed to 
produce desired locomotion. As shown in Figure  1f,g, direc
tional rolling locomotion has been generated and readily con
trol by modulation of incident NIR. When a rectangularshaped 
NIR spot with the long axis parallel to that of the ATMSR is 
utilized to illuminate the robot from one lateral side (Route 1 
in Figure  1e), it starts autonomous and selfsustained rolling 
(Route 1 in Figure  1f,g1; and Part 1 of Movie S1, Supporting 
Information), while, when illuminated from the other lateral 
side, the robot can also start the rolling but reverse the moving 
direction (Route 2 in Figure 1f,g2; and Part 2 of Movie S1, Sup
porting Information). To gain directional turning in the rolling 
locomotion, a tilted NIR spot is used to illuminate one lateral 
side of an ATMSR, and turning direction is fully controlled by 
two factors: the tilted NIR direction, and the illuminated side of 
the ATMSR. As shown in Figure 1e, a clockwise tilted NIR spot 
illuminates the left lateral side of the robot, triggering turning 
locomotion toward the northwest (Route 3 in Figure 1f,g3; and 
Part 3 of Movie S1, Supporting Information) while an anti
clockwise tilted NIR spot illuminates the same lateral side, 
leading to turning locomotion toward the southwest (Route 4 
in Figure  1f,g4; and Part 4 of Movie S1, Supporting Informa
tion). When the right lateral side of the ATMSR is illuminated 
by either an anticlockwise or clockwise titled NIR spot, the 
direction of turning can be totally controlled to the northeast 
(Route 5 in Figure  1f,g5; and Part 5 of Movie S1, Supporting 
Information) or southeast (Route 6 in Figure 1f,g6; and Part 6 
of Movie S1, Supporting Information). In this report, the rolling 
locomotion is triggered via illuminating from one lateral side of 
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Figure 1. Phototactic manipulation of ATMSR. a) Schematics showing the lateral rolling locomotion of Drosophila larva. b) Dimensions and LC ori-
entation profile of the rectangular-sheet-shaped photoactive ATMSR. LCs are orientated along the y direction. White and red rods represent LCs and 
NIR absorbing groups, respectively. c) Molecular structures used for fabrication of ATMSR. d) Absorption spectrum of the synthesized NIR monomer. 
e) Schematics showing the phototactic strategy to gain directional rolling (top view). The white dash line and black dashed line indicates the long axis 
of the ATMSR and the rectangular-shaped NIR spot, respectively. α indicates the angle between the long axis of the ATMSR and the spot. f) Sche-
matics showing light-driven direction rolling of an ATMSR. The numbers from 1 to 6 represent the moving routes of straight rolling toward west (1) 
and east (2), turning northwest (3), southwest (4), northeast (5) and southeast (6), respectively. The red patterns denote the shape and location of 
the moving NIR light spot that was fully covering and following the rolling ATMSR to power and drive the rolling locomotion. The gold arrows indicate 
moving directions of the rolling ATMSR and the moving NIR light spot. g) lateral photographs experimentally showing directional rolling of ATMSR. 
A rectangular-shaped NIR spot with controlled orientation is used to power and steer ATMSR. When the NIR spot, whose long axis is parallel to that 
of ATMSR, illuminates from one lateral side of ATMSR e-1), it starts rolling straight following the forward moving spot (Route 1 in f,g; and Part 1 of 
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the ATMSR. Once triggered, the ATMSR can conduct autono
mous and selfsustained rolling locomotion under constant and 
continuous NIR radiation, whereas existing lightdriven soft 
robots largely rely on onandoff switch of light stimuli to gain 
locomotion, which severely lacks autonomy.

2.3. Terrain-Adaptive Mobility

Mobile robots venturing out of the laboratory and interacting 
with the natural environment should possess terrestrial adapta
bility over varied ground with diverse topological, and mechan
ical features.[34–36] ATMSRs exhibit remarkable capabilities 
not only to rapidly roll across various flat terrains (glass, steel, 
wood, draft paper, rubber, and fabric surface) regardless of rigid 
or soft properties, low or high friction (Figure S1 and Movie S2, 
Supporting Information), but also effectively move across com
plex terrains such as gravel road, metal mesh, air bubble wrap 
sheet, polyethylene (PE) foam surface, bristle tips, to soil and 
desert sand (Figure 2a,b; and Figure S2a–e and Movie S3, Sup
porting Information), which can often be uneven, sloped, low 
contact area, and even flowable. The mobility on such com
plex terrains is much higher than that on flat terrains.[34,36,37] 
Moreover, by functionalizing the surface of ATMSRs with a 
thin layer of superhydrophobic silica, ATMSRs can be engi
neered to enhance their surface hydrophobicity which enable 
them to effectively traverse across hybrid (fluidsolid) terrains 
such as dewy glass surface, wet, and rough rock, even mud 
pool (Figure  2c; and Figure S2f (Supporting Information); 
Figure 2d; and Movie S4, Supporting Information). Traversing 
hybrid terrains is challenging for miniature mobile robots,[38,39] 
because smallsized robots are prone to firmly adhere on the 
wet ground and lost their mobility due to strong capillary 
forces arising from capillary bridges between the robot and the 
ground. Furthermore, the locomotion on all complex terrains 
would be subjected to static and dynamic instability and trans
lational and rotational perturbations, and thus the robots may 
suffer from loss of foothold and an inability to generate appro
priate ground reaction forces,[40,41] which significantly interfere 
with the mobility of existing miniature mobile robots.

In addition, sloping terrains that insects often encounter in 
nature, however, are challenging for existing lightdriven min
iature soft robots. In previous reports,[42] special designs of 
inclined planes, for example, by introducing a ratcheted sur
face, have been required to provide the friction bias for uphill 
motion of the lightdriven soft robots. It is difficult to rapidly 
climb up a flat and slippery glass incline with low friction,[43] 
the fastest records showed an uphill motion with a velocity of 
≈0.2 mm s−1 on 15° incline,[44] while the outstanding ability to climb 
on an inclined surface with a tilting degree of up to 30° with a 

speed of ≈0.002 mm s−1 was reported.[45] However, the ATMSRs 
exhibit a superior ability to roll up a 20° incline of flat slippery 
glass with a velocity up to ≈1.43 mm s−1 (Figure 2e; and Part 1 
of Movie S5, Supporting Information). More impressively, the 
ATMSRs can rapidly run upstairs at a high moving speed of 
≈5.1 mm s−1 (Figure  2f; and Part 2 of Movie S5, Supporting 
Information), and even ascend an ≈13° sand incline with a 
velocity of ≈0.71 mm s−1 (Figure  2g; and Part 3 of Movie  S5, 
Supporting Information). Sand incline with frequently com
pliant ground that can yield and flow, producing complex and 
dynamic interactions, and resulting in slip and penetration of 
the moving robot,[36] which often leads to the failure in uphill 
for existing mobile robots.

2.4. Mechanism of Rolling Locomotion

The above locomotive behaviors of ATMSRs all arise from 
their high capacity of anisotropic deformation in response to 
NIR light (Figure 3a). As is well known, liquid crystal meso
gens in LCEs possess orientational order whose local direction 
and strength are characterized by the nematic director n and 
the order parameter S.[18] The S-value of LCEs is inversely pro
portional to temperature (Figure S3a, Supporting Information). 
The NIR groups absorbs NIR light that causes the temperature 
rise of NIRMLCE (Figure S3b, Supporting Information). For 
the uniaxially oriented LCEs, the temperature increase leads to 
the decrease in S, triggering anisotropic deformation consisting 
of contraction along the direction parallel to n, while expan
sion along the direction perpendicular to n (Figure  3a; and 
Figure S3c, Supporting Information). To figure out the rolling 
mechanism of ATMSR(s), the slowmotion video recorded by 
highspeed camera enables us to clearly observe shape changes 
during rolling (Figure  3b,c; and Movie S6, Supporting Infor
mation). We use a lightheatmechanical coupling model to 
numerically visualize the spatial distribution and intensity of 
NIRinduced temperature changes on the ATMSR (Figure  3d; 
and Figure S3d–f, Supporting Information). Thermal imaging 
of a rolling ATMSR clearly shows the temperature distributions 
and changes in rolling locomotion (Figure  3e; and Movie S7, 
Supporting Information).

The temperature gradients bring a spatially varying strain 
field, which determines the dynamic morphing of the ATMSR. 
The continuous cyclic rolling motion is caused by photoinduced 
deformation overcoming gravitational potential energy and fur
ther converting it into kinetic energy. As indicated by the color 
gradient (Figure 3d1), an increasing temperature gradient along 
the y direction on the robot’s upper surface (S1) is induced when 
the incident NIR light is illuminating an ATMSR from one lat
eral side, corresponding to a negative temperature gradient 
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Movie S1, Supporting Information). Illuminating from the other lateral side e-2) of the ATMSR leads to reverse the rolling direction (Route 2 in f,g; and 
Part 2 of Movie S1, Supporting Information). To gain directional turning of a rolling ATMSR, a tilted NIR spot is used to illuminate from one lateral side 
of the ATMSR, and turning direction is fully controlled by two factors: one is the tilted direction of the NIR spot, and the other is which later side of 
the ATMSR is initially chosen to be illuminated 1e). A clockwise tilted NIR spot illuminates from the left lateral side of the robot e-3), triggering turning 
locomotion toward the northwest (Route 3 in f,g; and Part 3 of Movie S1, Supporting Information) while an anticlockwise tilted NIR spot illuminates 
from the same lateral side e-4), leading to turning locomotion toward the southwest (route 4 in f,g; and Part 4 of Movie S1, Supporting Information). 
When the right lateral side of the robot is illuminated by either an anticlockwise e-5) or clockwise tilted NIR spot e-6), the turning direction can be totally 
controlled to northeast (route 5 in f,g; and Part 5 of Movie S1, Supporting Information) or southeast (route 6 in f,g; and Part 6 of Movie S1, Supporting 
Information). The green dashed lines represent the moving trajectory. The size of the ATMSR is 5 × 0.5 × 0.12 mm3.
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along the z direction (Figure  3d2). The temperature gradients 
along the two directions produce the variation in the orienta
tional order, which in turn results in both lateral (Figure 3f) and 
forward bending (Figure 3g) simultaneously. As shown in the 
image 2 of Figure  3b,c, the overall lightinduced deformation 

of the ATMSR features nonplane bending (Figure S3g,h, Sup
porting Information). Such asymmetric bending deformation 
makes the ATMSR lose its balance and topple down (Image 2–3 
in Figure  3b,c). In this toppling down, the lateral side CD is 
moving away from the NIR source, while the lateral side AB 

Adv. Mater. Technol. 2022, 2101660

Figure 2. Adaptive mobility of ATMSR on various challenging terrains. a,b) Optical photographs demonstrating the versatile mobility of an ATMSR on 
rocky terrain a) and meshed terrain b), respectively (Movie S3, Supporting Information). The metal square wire mesh with a hole size of 1.2 × 1.2 mm2 
and a wire diameter of ≈0.2 mm. c) Lateral photographs showing light-driven locomotion of an ATMSR on a hybrid liquids–solid terrain formed by 
spraying water droplets on glass substrate (Part 1 of Movie S4, Supporting Information). The sprayed water forming many sessile drops makes the 
glass substrate strong adhesive for small objects. A red dye was dissolved in the water to improve visibility of the sessile drops. d) Lateral photographs 
showing photocontrol of an ATMSR traversing across a complex hybrid terrain of mud pool (Part 3 of Movie S4, Supporting Information). e) Lateral 
photographs showing light-driven uphill locomotion of an ATMSR on a glass incline tilted up to β = 20° (Part 1 of Movie S5, Supporting Information). 
f) Lateral photographs showing light-driven uphill running of an ATMSR on a stair incline (Part 2 of Movie S5, Supporting Information). The height 
of each stair is ≈0.21 mm. g) Lateral photographs showing light-driven uphill locomotion of an ATMSR on a sand incline of ≈13° (Part 3 of Movie S5, 
Supporting Information). The size of the ATMSR is 5 × 0.5 × 0.12 mm3. The intensity of the 808 nm light source is 0.8–3 W cm−2.
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Figure 3. Mechanism of rolling locomotion. a) Schematics showing NIR-light induced anisotropic deformation of an uniaxially oriented LCE. For 
uniaxially oriented LCEs, the increase of NIR-induced temperature leads to the decrease in the orientational order, triggering anisotropic deformation: 
contraction along the direction parallel to the nematic director n, while expansion along the direction perpendicular to n. b,c) Experimental (b, lateral 
view, Movie S6, Supporting Information) and schematics photographs (c, lateral view) showing sequential snapshots of the rolling locomotion upon 
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of the ATMSR is gradually facing the light source, leading to 
a fading of the temperature gradients along the y direction. As 
a result, the lateral bending gradually vanishes, while the for
ward bending is enhanced, and then the ATMSR rotates 90° 
around the x axis (Figure S4a2,a3, Supporting Information) and 
rapidly forms an arched state (Image 3 of Figure 3b,c). There
after, the lateral side AB of the robot becomes closer to the light 
source than the lateral side CD, yielding a greater photothermal 
elongation along the side AB. This asymmetrical deformation, 
together with the inertia of the rolling, drive the ATMSR to flip 
and rotate another 90°. At this state, its upper surface (S1) turns 
back to the light source while its lower surface (S2) faces the 
light source (Figure S4b,c, Supporting Information). When the 
flipping finishes, the ATMSR shows a lying lateral bending 
shape (Figure  3b4,c4). This test remarkablely shows that, 
under the constant light irradiation, the lateral bending and the 
subsequent front bending make the rapid morphological transi
tion from the lying state to the arched state, driving the ATMSR 
to rotate the third 90° (Figure S4d4–dm, and S4e, Supporting 
Information). Then the ATMSR flips again, conducts the fourth 
90° rotation as described like above, and completes a cycle of 
360° lateral rolling.

The ATMSR can repeat the cycle loop of 6-3-4-5-6 (Figure 3c) 
and thus keep autonomous rolling upon NIR irradiation. 
Our finite element simulations precisely visualize the dis
tribution and intensity of the spatial distribution of the light
induced strains and the resulted timevarying shapes that drive 
the directional rolling of the ATMSR (Figure  3h). It is worth 
emphasizing that the lateral rolling of the ATMSRs depends 
mainly on the lighttriggered dynamic morphing and the grav
ityinduced motion, whereas friction is only required to induce 
the forward locomotion when rolling.

2.5. Rolling Kinematics

To figure out the mechanisms behind the remarkable all
terrain adaptability described above, we perform a kinematic 
analysis of the rolling locomotion of the ATMSR. Two marked 
points, as shown in Figure 3c1, are tracked to determine their 
moving trajectory, amplitude, and speed. The trajectory pro
files (Figure  3i,j) suggest that the two tracked points behaves 
mechanically as though they are riding on a SpringLoaded 
Inverted Pendulum (SLIP).[46] Such swift locomotive behavior 
is attributed to the periodic varying displacements in both the 
horizontal and the vertical directions over time (Figure 3b), the 
maximum displacements of the tracked green point along the x 

and zaxes are about ≈2.8 and ≈0.6 mm within a 360° lateral 
rolling cycle, respectively. The moving displacement along the 
zaxis enables the ATMSRs to scale obstacles during the rolling 
locomotion. Moreover, the ATMSR uses a regularly symmetrical 
alternating gait in a highly maneuverable and robust manner 
(Figure S5a–c, Supporting Information). In this locomotion 
gait, the two ends and lateral sides of the robot alternatively 
contact the ground (Figure S5b,c, Supporting Information), 
whereas the majority of its surface does not, which can effec
tively reduce frictional resistance to locomotion. Figure  3i,j 
also demonstrates the trajectory of “bouncing” gait with peri
odic deceleration and following acceleration in both the vertical 
and horizontal direction (Figure S5d,e, Supporting Informa
tion). Mounting evidence in biomechanics have suggested that 
agile locomotion in nature is organized by recourse to a con
trolled bouncing gait.[47] Both SLIPlike moving trajectory and 
bouncing gait are beneficial for ATMSRs to effectively traverse 
a wide diversity of terrains.

2.6. Light-Driven Actuation

Our photomechanical experiment demonstrates that ATMSRs 
possess powerful actuation stress up to ≈1.6 MPa (Figure S6a, 
Supporting Information), which is four times higher than the 
actuation stress in skeletal muscles (≈0.35 MPa).[48] Figure S6b,c 
(Supporting Information) demonstrates that an ATMSR can 
lift an ultraheavy load more than 24 456 times its own weight 
(Movie S8, Supporting Information). The highest record in 
previously reports shows a photoactive LCE lifting a load 5600 
times heavier than its own weight.[49] Moreover, Figure S6d 
(Supporting Information) demonstrates that a square ATMSR 
undergoes 39% contraction along the director n and 34% 
expansion along its perpendicular direction when S decreased 
from 0.69 to 0.23 upon 808 nm NIR irradiation. After turning 
off the light source, the ATMSR quickly selfreturns to the ini
tial shape without any aid of light or other stimuli. Such revers
ible deformation on the intermittent irradiation with 808 nm 
light can be repeated over hundreds of cycles without obvious 
fatigue, because of strong chemical crosslinked network of the 
used ATMSR material.

2.7. Ultrarobustness

Robustness is crucial for the survival of mobile robots in 
performing practical tasks in different conditions.[7,50] The 
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NIR irradiation. First, out-plane bending was induced by the irradiation of NIR light from one lateral side of the ATMSR (b1–b2 and c1–c2), leading the 
ATMSR lost its balance and result in lateral rotation of 90° (b2–b3, c2–c3). Next, the ATMSR flips and rotates another 90° (b3–b4, c3–c4), and after 
the flipping, then it generates a weak out-of-plane bending (b4 and c4). And then, the lateral bending of the ATMSR vanishes, while the front bending 
is enhanced, the ATMSR conducts the third 90° rotation (b4–b5, c4–c5). Next, the bending ATMSR rotates the fourth 90° and flips again. Thus, the 
ATMSR completes one 360° lateral rolling. d) Simulation showing spatial temperature gradients in the ATMSR that is illuminated by incident NIR light 
from its lateral side. d1 and d2 show the temperature distribution in 3D model and the cross section of the ATMSR, respectively. e) Thermal imaging 
of a rolling ATMSR upon NIR irradiation (top view) (Movie S7, Supporting Information). The insets at the top right of the images schematically show 
the corresponding light-induced morphing of the rolling ATMSR (lateral view). f,g) Schematics showing the light-induced directional bending of the 
ATMSR toward the y direction (f, lateral bending, top view) and z direction (g, front bending, lateral view), respectively. White and red bars represent 
the liquid crystal mesogens and NIR absorbing groups, respectively. h) Simulation showing spatial strain gradients and resulted time-varying shapes 
of the ATMSR upon NIR irradiation. i,j) 2D trajectory of the marked red point and green point on the ATMSR during the lateral rolling, respectively. The 
time interval between each two adjacent data points is 8 ms. The location of the marked points is shown in c 1).
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proposed ATMSRs demonstrate exceptional robustness. As 
shown in Figure 4a, even though an ATMSR (≈0.26 mg) is 
pressed down by a dumped plate (379.2 mg) that is more than 
1400  times heavier than the ATMSR, and it can still move 
and successfully escape out from the superheavy plate (Part  1 
of Movie S9, Supporting Information). It also enables 360° 
turning motion under a pile of glass sheets (≈638 mg), which 
is 2453 times heavier than its own weight (Figure S7a; and 
Part 2 of Movie S9, Supporting Information). More importantly, 

ATMSRs show an unprecedented capability to selfrepair 
and restore its mobility rapidly if severe mechanical damage 
or impact occurs. As shown in Figure  4b,c; and Figure S7b 
(Movie S10, Supporting Information), when damaged by either 
extensively pulling and twisting, violently penetrating, or vigor
ously mechanical rubbing, the ATMSRs can rapidly selfrepair 
within a few seconds upon light irradiation and rapidly regained 
its mobility. In addition, we demonstrate that the ATMSRs 
can still sustain its superior mobility even if they were highly 

Adv. Mater. Technol. 2022, 2101660

Figure 4. Ultrarobustness of ATMSRs. a) Photographs showing light-driven mobility of an ATMSR (0.26 mg) pressed under a heavy glass sheet 
(379 mg). The ATMSR can even move and turn when pressed under a heavy sheet, and it enable to crawl out the heavy sheet and roll away (Part 1 of 
Movie S9, Supporting Information). b) Photographs showing rapid self-repairing and mobility restoration of an ATMSR after severe distortion caused 
by rigorously mechanical pulling and twisting (Part 1 of Movie S10, Supporting Information). An ATMSR was manually pulled and twisted by two 
tweezers that grip the two ends of the ATMSR. The distorted ATMSR self-repaired to the flat state upon NIR irradiation and regain its rolling mobility. 
c) Photographs showing rapid self-repairing and mobility restoration of an ATMSR after violently penetration. An ATMSR was gripped by a tweezer and 
penetrated by a metal awl. Although the violent penetration caused obvious broken holes and severe deformation to the ATMSR, it can self-repair within 
several seconds and restore its mobility upon NIR irradiation (Part 2 of Movie S10, Supporting Information). d) Photographs showing the buried robot 
by falling sand getting out the covered sand and rolling away out of the camera’s vision (Movie S12, Supporting Information). It is simulated that an 
ATMSR encountered sand and dust weather, buried and trapped by falling sand. The ATMSR can extricate itself from the trap and retain its mobility. 
The size of the ATMSR is 5 × 0.5 × 0.12 mm3. The intensity of the 808 nm light source is 0.8–3 W cm−2.
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stained and covered by contaminants such as soil (Figure S7c,d; 
and Movie S11, Supporting Information). Moreover, in the out
door environment, dust or sand weather is unfavorable for the 
mobility of miniature robots. It is encouraging that, even in the 
extreme situation that ATMSRs are buried by a layer of sand or 

dust, they can break out of the atop sand upon light irradiation 
and restore its mobility (Figure 4d; and Movie S12, Supporting 
Information). All these ultrarobustness features make ATMSRs 
promising for adaption of working in harsh and unpredictable 
environments.[14]

Adv. Mater. Technol. 2022, 2101660

Figure 5. Rapid movement of ATMSRs. a) Experimental photographs showing a light-driven rapid action like “pole vaulting” of an ATMSR (Part 1 of 
Movie S14, Supporting Information). When an ATMSR is illuminated by a moving NIR spot. The ATMSR exhibits a standing forward bend, and next 
unbend to stand upright and then topple down to get on the top of the high obstacle. b) Photographs showing phototactic steering of the ATMSR 
leaping over two rod hurdles (Movie S15, Supporting Information). The height of the two rod hurdles is 0.34 and 0.53 mm, respectively. c Snapshots 
showing light-driven latched high-jumping of an ATMSR (Part 1 of Movie S16, Supporting Information). A moving NIR spot is approaching one end 
of the ATMSR, the end of its body bends downward and curves into a C-shape, and the other end slides toward the curved end, forming a circular 
loop held together by a latch mechanism. As the light-induced deformation of the loop of the ATMSR is growing, sudden opening of “the latch” of 
the loop drives the ATMSR jumping up. d) Snapshots exhibiting buckling-induced high jumping driven by NIR light (Part 2 of Movie S16, Supporting 
Information). e) Snapshots showing photocontrol of an ATMSR jumping high enough to the top of a platform (4.3 mm) which ≈36 times higher than 
the height of the ATMSR (0.12 mm) (Part 3 of Movie S16, Supporting Information). In the third image of e), the ATMSR jumped too high, which lead 
it moving out of the camera’s field of view. The size of the ATMSR is 5 × 0.5 × 0.12 mm3.
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2.8. Steering

In nature, small terrestrial organisms such as Drosophila larvae 
can flexibly adjust their moving direction to avoid obstacles or 
noxious environmental stimuli.[51,52] However, flexible control 
of locomotive directions remains a difficult task to achieve in 
synthetic lightdriven soft robots (LSRs). As a result, most pre
vious LSRs can only make forward and backward locomotion, 
and few have the ability of multidirectional locomotion.[20,53] 
As shown in Figure S8a (Supporting Information), an ATMSR 
can be guided to move along a curved path by alternating for
ward rolling and turning maneuvers, in an average speed of 
≈1.2 mm s−1. For illustration, we guided directional rolling 
of an ATMSR to transversely pass over a deep gap of width 
1.25  mm (Figure S8b,c, Supporting Information). Moreover, 
the ATMSR can achieve rolling locomotion at a high velocity up 
to ≈6.5 mm s−1 (Movie S13, Supporting Information), breaking 
the fastest speed record of 3–5 mm s−1 of their nature proto
type – Drosophila Larvae.[25] Under irradiation of the NIR light, 
the ATMSRs can keep a continuous and selfsustained rolling 
speed, without speed loss with time. Therefore, they can per
form a moving task with a sufficiently long distance. Moreover, 
their rolling speed can be readily tuned from 0 to 6.5 mm s−1 
by adjusting the intensity of light source from 0 to 1.52 W cm−2 
(Figure S8d, Supporting Information). The turning degree 
during rolling can be regulated from 0° to 26° by changing the 
angle α between the long axis of the robot and the NIR spot 
from 0° to 52° (Figure S8e, Supporting Information).

2.9. Versatile Multifunctions

Rapid movement is needed for escaping away from preda
tors and negotiating with uneven terrains. For most crawling 
terrestrial animals moving on a rough ground, particularly 
for softbodied animals without legs, because it is required to 
generate and release sufficient energy while minimize the fric
tional forces.[54] The ATMSRs not only exhibit skillfully employ 
a rapid action like “pole vaulting” to reach the top of obstacles, 
when it is blocked by obstacles with a height much larger than 
that of the ATMSR (Figure 5a; and Part 1 of Movie S14, Sup
porting Information). They also demonstrate fast directional 
somersaults (Figure S9a,b; and Part 2 of Movie S14, Supporting 
Information)—a direct mimicry of an escape repertoire used by 
caterpillars.[55] Moreover, it can also utilize a leaping action to 
leap over two hurdles which are two and four times higher than 
its own height (Figure 5b; and Movie S15, Supporting Informa
tion), respectively. Moreover, it is remarkable that the ATMSR 
demonstrates two kinds of powerful high jumping actions: 
latched highjumping and bucklinginduced highjumping 
(details shown in the Supporting Information). Their jumping 
heights are ≈91 times and 83 times greater than its own height 
(0.12 mm) (Figure  5c,d; and Part 1 and 2 of Movie S16, Sup
porting Information), respectively, whereas the jumping height 
of Mediterranean fruitfly larvae is ≈39 times higher than 
the larvae’s body height.[56] As shown in Figure  5e, by high 
jumping, the ATMSR can overcome the obstacles ≈39 times 
higher than its own height (Part 3 of Movie S16, Supporting 
Information), which is comparable to that a person of 1.75 m 

height jumping up to a 24story building. All these fast motion 
modes can greatly strengthen the adaptability of the ATMSRs to 
negotiation challenging environments.

3. Conclusion

In summary, as a kind of novel untethered, miniature mobile 
soft robot, ATMSRs can swiftly move on allterrains. They pos
sess the following prominent characteristics: adaptive mobility 
for diverse challenging terrains, negotiation with various obsta
cles, exceptional robustness, and versatile multifunction. Our 
study realizes the engineering of a multidisciplinary system 
that links soft materials, mechanics, deformation, spatiotem
poral, and directional optical stimulation to dynamic locomotive 
robots. Unlike existing lightdriven robots that predetermine 
the locomotion mode designed at the fabrication stage, the 
ATMSRs can combine diverse modes of locomotion (lateral 
rolling, turning, somersaulting, leaping, and high jumping). 
More importantly they can also flexibly switch among these 
locomotive modes and thus they can negotiate various types 
of obstacles and adapt to varying terrains and environments. 
Owing to the ultrarobustness capabilities, ATMSRs can quickly 
selfrepair and restore mobility even when impacted, punc
tured or severely distorted in the execution of the task. Addi
tionally, the mobility of the ATMSRs is not compromised or 
declined when they are covered or stained by dust, sand, soil, 
and mud. All these unique characteristics indicate exceptional 
mobility, unprecedented reliability and vigorous vitality of 
ATMSRs, which are critically important for miniature mobile 
robots to survive, to retain functions, to execute tasks in harsh 
environments.

4. Experimental Section
Experimental Materials and Chemicals: NIR-monomer was synthesized 

by the methods described in the Supporting Information. LC monomer, 
RM82, was obtained from Bayi Space LCD Technology Co., Ltd. 
Chain extender (2,2′-(Ethylenedioxy)diethanethiol) and crosslinker 
(pentaerythritol tetra(3-Mercaptopropionate)) were purchased from 
TCI Inc. Catalyst (dipropylamine) was obtained from Adamas Reagent 
Co., Ltd.

Preparation of ATMSRs: Typically, the mixture of NIR-monomer 
(31.38  mg, 33.03 mmol), LC monomer (200 mg, 297.28 mmol), 
chain extender (43.01 mg, 235.93 mmol), and crosslinker (23.06 mg, 
47.19  mmol) were dissolved in 3 mL dichloromethane (DCM). Thiol 
groups and acrylate groups were equimolar. One drop of dipropylamine 
(DPA) was added into the solution of the mixture. Then the mixture was 
transferred into custom-made Teflon mold (3 × 3 × 0.5 cm3) quickly. 
After 5 h curing at room temperature, the partially crosslinked NIR-LCE 
film was formed and demolded, then stretched to 50% strain to induce 
LC orientation, keeping the stretching for 24 h to fix the orientation. The 
orientated NIR- LCE film was cut along short axis of the film to form 
many small rectangular LCEs (5 × 0.5 × 0.12 mm3) whose long axis is 
perpendicular to the nematic director n. These rectangular small LCEs 
were used and developed as ATMSRs.

Characterization: UV–vis–NIR absorption spectra of NIR monomer 
in dichloromethane solution was recorded using a Shimadzu UV-2700 
spectrophotometer. Infrared thermal imager instrument (FLIR-A600-
Series, Sweden) was used to observe NIR-induced thermal distribution 
and intensity. Photomechanical forces were measured using the tensile 
machine of Instron 5943. For all NIR-light-driven experiments, an NIR 
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laser source with a wavelength of 808 nm and tunable power output 
was employed. Laser intenstiy was measured by a power meter (CNI, 
HS1+TP100). The photographs and videos of the NIR-light-driven 
experiments were recorded by a super-resolution digital microscope 
(Keyence, VHX-6000) and digital camera (Canon EOS 80D). The videos 
of rolling process were recorded by a high-speed microscope VW-9000 
at 250.0 fps and analyzed by the software-tracker, a video analysis and 
modeling tool that enables to trace rolling trajectory.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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